[1] Diamond dust (DD) refers to tiny ice crystals that form frequently in the Polar troposphere under clear sky conditions. They provide surfaces for chemical reactions and scatter light. We have measured the specific surface area (SSA) of DD at Barrow in March-April 2009. We have also measured its chemical composition in mineral and organic ions, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), aldehydes, H 2 O 2 , and the absorption spectra of water-soluble chromophores. Mercury concentrations were also measured in spring 2006, when conditions were similar. The SSA of DD ranges from 79.9 to 223 m 2 kg À1 . The calculated ice surface area in the atmosphere reaches 11000 (AE70%) mm 2 cm
Introduction
[2] Small ice crystals in the atmosphere are frequently observed in the absence of clouds in polar and Alpine regions. These crystals precipitate slowly and are often referred to as clear sky precipitation, or diamond dust. In Polar Regions, these crystals often form in the boundary layer, where efficient radiative cooling of the snow surface can render the boundary layer air supersaturated with respect to ice. Vertical mixing within the boundary layer can also lead to the formation of diamond dust [Curry et al., 1996; van As and van den Broeke, 2006; Walden et al., 2003] .
[3] Diamond dust (DD) may be important for physical and chemical processes during Polar winter. DD has long been suspected of having a strong radiative effect. For example, Girard and Blanchet [2001] calculated that the presence of DD increased downwelling IR radiation by up to 60 W m À2 . DD may also decrease downwelling shortwave radiation. However, Intrieri and Shupe [2004] , combined human observations with ground-based LIDAR and radar measurements and concluded the longwave radiative effect of DD was negligible and that the large effects previously attributed to DD were caused by overlying clouds that were difficult to detect by human observations in the polar night, when DD occurrences are most frequent.
[4] Other potentially important physical effects of DD include the reduction of visibility by DD [Meyer et al., 1991] and its impact on laser altimeters used to monitor the height of ice sheets [Walden et al., 2003] . The quantification of 1 these physical effects requires the knowledge of DD physical properties and in particular of their specific surface area (SSA) and the mass of ice per air volume.
[5] DD likely also plays an important role in lower atmospheric chemical processes. First of all, precipitating DD provides a flux of water and trace constituents to the snowpack or ice surface. Second, DD provides ice surfaces that can catalyze heterogeneous reactions, such as those involved in ozone destruction and mercury oxidation, which lead to the frequently reported ozone and mercury depletion events (ODEs and MDEs) [Ariya et al., 2004; Bottenheim et al., 2009; Foster et al., 2001] . Diamond dust particles are 30 to 300 mm long and can take up to 24 h to fall [Intrieri and Shupe, 2004; Ohtake et al., 1982] . Because of their small size, they have a large surface area to volume ratio and are present in the atmosphere longer than any other snow or ice crystal type. They therefore have ample time to provide a surface for heterogeneous chemical reactions to occur.
[6] Evaluating the catalytic effect of DD requires the knowledge of ice surface area per air volume, which can be obtained from its SSA and mass per air volume. At present, there are almost no data on the SSA of DD and little on its mass in the atmosphere. Without this information the potential impact of DD on atmospheric chemical reactions, photochemistry, remote sensing, and snow and ice albedo cannot be well modeled.
[7] Dominé et al. [2002] and Cabanes et al. [2002] observed four occurrences of extremely small precipitating ice crystals at Alert in the Canadian Arctic (82.5°N). These crystals, which they identified as DD, had SSAs in the range 77 to 146 m 2 kg À1 . However, given the difficulties mentioned by Intrieri and Shupe [2004] to properly differentiate DD from actual snow (i.e., ice crystals falling from clouds), it now appears that these events may have been snow rather than DD. In fact, Cabanes et al. [2002] mention that during both events studied in February (complete darkness), clouds were probably present. For both April events studied, the presence of clouds is uncertain, but Cabanes et al. [2002] infer from vertical profiles of relative humidity (RH) and temperature that the elevation of formation of the April DD was between 1500 and 2500 m. This appears too high for DD, which mostly forms in the boundary layer, and although the crystals observed by Cabanes et al. [2002] had morphologies similar to positively identified DD crystals [Intrieri and Shupe, 2004; Lawson et al., 2006; Walden et al., 2003] , we conclude that the crystals whose SSA were measured at Alert were probably not DD, but snow.
[8] Walden et al.
[2003] performed a detailed study of atmospheric ice crystals at South Pole station, where they obtained photomicrographs of 20,000 ice crystals, a large number of them identified as DD. They did not actually measure SSA but their careful description of crystal shapes allowed them to obtain effective radii r eff , from which SSA can be estimated by SSA = 3/(r ice r eff ) where r ice is the density of ice. Walden et al. [2003] indicate that their procedure to estimate r eff has been validated by Mahesh et al. [2001] , but that due to crystal asymmetry, their r eff values could be overestimated by 15-50%. In winter r eff = 12 mm so that SSA = 272 m 2 kg À1 , while in summer r eff = 15 mm so that SSA = 217 m 2 kg À1 . These values are higher than any snow SSA values measured [Domine et al., 2007] , which stresses the potential importance of DD in physical and chemical processes. Such high SSA values for DD however need to be confirmed by actual measurements.
[9] Lawson et al. [2006] used ground-based cloud particle imagers at South Pole station to obtain the size, shape, number, and optical properties of atmospheric ice crystals. They obtained the size distribution and concentration of DD crystals in the atmosphere which roughly had a lognormal shape with a maximum around 3 crystals L À1 mm À1 , reached for a size (i.e., length of their largest dimension) of about 60 mm. The number concentration of DD crystals can be obtained from their data. However, their images were not as detailed as those of Walden et al. [2003] so it is difficult to derive SSA values.
[10] In Barrow, Alaska (71°N), a site on the coast of the Arctic ocean, we collected DD on the ground and measured their SSA using the IR reflectance method of Gallet et al. [2009] during the Ocean-atmosphere-Sea ice-Snow (OASIS) campaign in March-April 2009. Dark nights and sunlit days alternated throughout our sample collection period. Sampling was facilitated by the presence of an outcropping melt-freeze crust over most of the snow surface, over which DD was easy to collect. It was also easy to evaluate the accumulation rate of DD, so that the atmospheric particle concentration could be estimated after the settling velocity had been calculated. Some areas of the melt-freeze crust could be swept clean between DD precipitation events. Since the primary focus of the campaign was the chemistry of the Arctic boundary layer and snow close to the Arctic ocean, and since snow reactivity clearly depends on its chemical composition [Grannas et al., 2007] , the DD was also analyzed for aldehydes, mineral and organic ions and some other organic constituents. To help quantify snow photochemistry, we also measured the optical absorption spectra of the water-soluble reactive chromophores (light absorbing species) contained in snow . It is now well established that H 2 O 2 and the nitrate ion NO 3 À are important snow chromophores . However, other unidentified chromophores are present, which probably represent the majority of the light-absorbing capacity of soluble species [Anastasio and Robles, 2007] . We therefore measured the snow optical absorption spectrum, measured H 2 O 2 and NO 3 À concentrations, and subtracted their spectra from those of the snow to quantify the absorption coefficient of those residual soluble chromophores. Last, mercury is an important atmospheric species but unfortunately, the mercury concentration of our DD samples was not analyzed during this campaign. However, we present Hg data from DD collected in Barrow at the same location from 12 March to 2 April 2006.
Methods

Snow Sampling
[11] In March and April, there was sufficient daylight to unambiguously identify DD crystals and detect clouds in the day time. The presence or absence of DD was checked several times during the day by visual inspection. No instrumental detection was used. DD was often observed during the campaign, and that was always when wind speed was very low, so it could not be mistaken with blowing snow.
[12] In 2009 DD was sampled about 300 m southeast of the Barrow Arctic Science Consortium's Barrow Arctic Research Center (BARC) building, around the point (71°19.395′ N, 156°39.685′ W). This location is usually upwind of the Barrow area based on predominant wind direction (south-southeasterly), and there are no structures upwind of the sampling location. DD was usually sampled over the melt-freeze crust mentioned in the introduction. At times, and only for physical measurements, DD was also sampled on the roof of a nearby tent where the SSA measurements were undertaken. The thickness of the DD layer was measured with a ruler. Again, this was easily done because of the presence of the hard melt-freeze crust. The density of the diamond dust was determined by delimiting a 40 Â 40 cm square on the surface, collecting DD within it and weighing it. Knowing the thickness of the layer and the area over which it was sampled, its volume was determined, yielding its density. Areas of the melt-freeze crust were always kept clean by sweeping to allow collection of DD fallen over known time periods. When the daily DD accumulation was too low to measure its thickness, we waited a few days for a few mm to accumulate to obtain a density value.
[13] In 2006 DD sampling occurred in a similar location. Some of the results from this campaign were presented in an earlier paper , but additional analyses are presented here. Surface samples were scraped from the upper 1 cm of the snow surface using a PTFE (Teflon) scoop. These samples represent recently blowing snow or stagnant surface snow. There was only one snow precipitation event (March 21) during the three week field campaign in 2006. DD samples were collected in Pyrex trays elevated on a rack 1.5 m above the snowpack surface with a PTFE (Teflon) scoop. Saltating snow grains rarely rise above 0.5 m during wind transport [Pomeroy and Gray, 1990] , and therefore the samples collected from elevated glass trays represent DD precipitation and/or hoar frost.
Specific Surface Area Measurements and Photomicrographs
[14] The SSA of the 2009 samples was measured using the DUFISSS (DUal Frequency Integrating Sphere for Snow SSA measurements) instrument described by Gallet et al. [2009] . DD was transferred with a spatula into a cylindrical black sample holder 63 mm in diameter and 25 mm deep. The sample holder was then placed under the lower port of an integrating sphere 15 cm in diameter. The sample was illuminated with a 1310 nm or 1550 nm laser diode placed at the zenith and the reflected light was collected with an integrating sphere 15 cm in diameter. The signal was measured with an InGaAs photodiode. The signal was converted to reflectance using a set of six standards of reflectances between 4 and 99%. The reflectance was converted to SSA using a calibration curve obtained with snow samples whose SSAs were measured using CH 4 adsorption and whose reflectances were measured with DUFISSS [Gallet et al., 2009] . The accuracy of SSA measurements with DUFISSS is 10%.
[15] Gallet et al. [2009] used two different wavelengths to measure snow SSA, depending on the SSA value. The actual variable to take into account is the optical depth, and a reliable measurement with DUFISS requires a sufficient sample optical depth so that the incident IR radiation will not reach the bottom of the sample holder where it would be absorbed, reducing the amount of reflected light and producing a negative artifact.
[16] Fresh snows of high SSA (which include DD) almost always have a very low density. The optical depth is proportional to SSA Â r snow , where r snow is the snow density, and it was found [Gallet et al., 2009] that the high SSA of fresh snows did not compensate for their low densities, so that the penetration depth of the 1310 nm radiation was 2 to 3 cm or more, reaching the bottom. For light high-SSA snow, the 1550 nm radiation must be used. Ice is much more absorbent at 1550 nm than at 1310 nm [Warren and Brandt, 2008] , so the penetration depth of light is about 20 times less at 1550 than at 1310 nm. Using the 1550 nm wavelength therefore eliminates the negative artifact present at 1310 nm, and the high SSA values guarantee a sufficiently high reflectance to have good signal and SSA accuracy.
[17] Here, we tested whether the 1310 nm radiation could also be used for high SSA-low density snow if the optical depth is artificially increased by compacting the snow. This was verified by measuring SSA simultaneously with 1310 and 1550 nm, while progressively compacting the snow. It was found that moderate compaction (up to r snow = 250 kg m À3 ) did not change the snow SSA. This will be detailed in a subsequent technical short note. We therefore used either the 1550 nm radiation without snow compaction, or the 1310 nm one with moderate compaction to measure the SSA of DD. Which wavelength to use was dictated only by convenience. If many DD samples had to be measured, 1550 nm was used. If only a few DD samples were to be studied within a series of regular snow samples, then the 1310 nm radiation was used for the whole series of measurements.
[18] To complement SSA measurements, photomicrographs of the DD crystals were taken using a reflex camera, extension tubes and a 35 mm lens that was inverted to increase the focusing distance. A fast flash (Nikon SB800) was used for lighting. Pictures were taken in reflected light over a black substrate. The magnification obtained with this setup is Â 7. The limiting factor in image resolution is the quality of the optics, as photographic lenses are not optimized to operate at such magnifications. It is therefore not useful to attempt to work at greater magnifications with a macro system. , Br À ) and some dicarboxylic acids (oxalic, glutaric, succinic) were measured by ion chromatography (IC). Among those samples, a fraction has been positively identified as DD (n = 7), possibly mixed with some surface hoar (SH, 10 to 40% in mass, by visual inspection). These samples were analyzed for ions and DOC.
Aldehydes
[20] Snow and DD samples were collected in 60 mL borosilicate glass vials for EPA analysis (Kimble Glass Inc., Vineland, NJ) with PTFE/silicone-lined caps. Vials were washed with ultrapure water and carefully rinsed before sampling. Vials were equilibrated to ambient temperature and then filled with samples. DD was collected directly into the vials by carefully scraping the surface so that the light and uncohesive layer of DD enters through the vial's neck. Snow samples were collected by directly inserting the vial into the layer of interest. After collection, samples were stored at À40°C and thawed immediately prior to chemical analysis.
[21] Aldehyde concentrations were obtained by DNSAOA derivatization followed by HPLC separation and fluorescence detection. The analytical procedure essentially followed is that described by Houdier et al. [2000] with subsequent improvements detailed by Houdier et al. [2011] . The method measures both linear aldehydes and dicarbonyls at the trace level. The limit of detection (LOD) for reported aldehydes is in the 0.01-0.03 ppbw range. We only report here data for formaldehyde (FA), acetaldehyde (Ac), glyoxal (GL) and methylglyoxal (MG), although traces of propionaldehyde and of other uncharacterized carbonyls were also detected.
Mercury
[22] Mercury concentrations were measured from the 2006 samples using a Nippon Instruments MA 2000 Atomic Absorption Spectrometer following the methods outlined by Johnson et al. [2008] . The Hg standard NIST SRM-3133 was analyzed to quantify the accuracy of a Nippon Instruments calibration standard. The limit of quantification of 1.0 ng/L is defined as 3 SD of blanks run within analytical sessions. Replicate analyses of 100 ng/L standards yielded a 1 SD analytical uncertainty of AE 2.5 ng/L while samples with concentrations less than 10 ng/L had a 1 SD uncertainty of AE 1 ng/L. Duplicate analyses were performed on more than half of the samples and yielded values within 10%. The samples were stored at À20°C for up to a couple of days if necessary. They were slowly melted and analyzed for their UV-vis optical absorption using a 100-cm Liquid Wave Core Cell (LWCC) and a TIDAS spectrometer in the range between 220 and 600 nm. At 320 nm our 10-s quantification level was on the order of 0.5 Â 10 À3 m À1 . Our measured values were well above the 10-s quantification level in the range up to 500 nm. Details of the sampling and analysis are described by . Prior to absorption analysis we took aliquots from each sample solution, froze them (À20°C), stored them until the end of the Barrow campaign (4/15/09), and shipped them to our laboratory in Davis for analysis of H 2 O 2 by HPLC and major anions by ion chromatography (IC) .
[24] For each sample light absorption spectrum we subtracted the contributions from H 2 O 2 and NO 3 À to determine the "residual absorption," a l (residual) at each wavelength that is due to light-absorbing species other than H 2 O 2 or NO 3
À
. For a given sample we then summed the residual absorption spectra at each nm over the wavelength range of interest (e.g., between 300 and 450 nm to focus on photochemically active chromophores) to determine values of Sa l (residual), i.e., the summed residual absorption.
Analysis of H 2 O 2
[25] We analyzed one aliquot from each snow sample for H 2 O 2 using HPLC separation (Inertsil® ODS-2 analytical column with guard column) with post-column derivatization with p-hydroxyphenylacetic acid in an enzymatic reaction to form a fluorescent dimer [Kok et al., 1995] , and detection by a Shimadzu RF-551 spectrofluorometric detector. The resulting 3s detection limit for H 2 O 2 with the HPLC method was 75 nM. More details on the H 2 O 2 measurements is provided by .
Results
Physical Measurements 3.1.1. Specific Surface Area
[26] Figure 1 shows the occurrence of precipitation and the daily accumulation of snow or DD collected in 2009. The 9-10 March event was snow. On 14 March, clouds were present but precipitating crystals were similar to those during DD events. On 1st April, a few scattered clouds were present and a few dendritic crystals were observed, so this event is a mixed snow/DD precipitation. The SSA was measured for most observed precipitation, and is also shown in Figure 1 . SSA values are for the most part in the 80 to 100 m 2 kg À1 range, except on 15 March, where the value reached 223 m 2 kg
À1
. This value is the highest SSA value ever directly measured for precipitating ice crystals. The density of the snow event on 9 March was 92 kg m À3 . Clouds were then present, and crystals were dendritic or capped columns (Figure 2a ). The density of DD ranged from 130 (17 March) to 231 (1st April) kg m
À3
. DD crystals were for the most part hollow columns, with some bullets and bullet combinations (Figures 2b and 2c) . A few irregular crystals were present, but no plates were positively identified. Figure 2b (18 March fall) is well representative of most DD falls, with most columns 100 to 600 mm in the largest dimension (c axis). Figure 2c shows 15 March DD crystals, and is unusual for the campaign, in that columns are at the most 200 mm along the c axis. This small crystal size explains the high SSA value.
[27] After precipitation, the SSA of DD on the surface decreased over time because of metamorphism [Cabanes (Figure 2d ), that have a lower SSA than DD . Because DD on the surface was a mixture of precipitation events, we were not able to monitor the SSA decrease of all the DD events. We nevertheless measured that the SSA of the 18 March precipitation decreased from 97.5 to 90.5 m 2 kg À1 in 24 h. On 25 March, the SSA of the DD and SH accumulated on top of the melt-freeze crust since 14 March layers was 65 m 2 kg À1 . On 4 April, DD accumulated since 1st April (after the last wind storm) had an SSA of 65.4 m 2 kg À1 .
Conditions of Formation
[28] It is not easy to evaluate where DD crystals formed in the atmosphere. Radiosondes were launched almost daily at noon local time from the nearby NOAA observatory. Figure 3 shows vertical profiles of temperature and relative humidity relative to ice (RH ice ) for 14 and 15 March. A 2 kmthick inversion layer with a complex structure was present. As usual, RH values are not very accurate at these low temperatures [Walden et al., 2003] . On 15 March, it is possible that the DD formed near 330 m, where temperature (T) is at a minimum (À32°C). There is also a marked RH ice maximum near 2 km, but that is an unusually high altitude for DD formation and it also corresponds to the T maximum. On 14 March, there are RH ice maxima at 340 and 870 m, and also higher up near the T maximum. We cannot determine whether DD formed near 340 or near 870 m. It is possible that it formed mostly near 870 m on 14 March, and that conditions changed so that formation took place near 330 m on 15 March. These different conditions could explain the change in DD microphysics and the SSA change from 82.6 to 223 m 2 kg À1 , but this is speculation. In general, RH ice profiles showed multiple peaks nearing or exceeding 100% RH ice , and in the absence of lidar, we cannot determine which one corresponds to DD formation. The RH ice maximum at the lowest altitude was always in the elevation range 70-450 m, and almost always coincided with a local T minimum, (Figure 3 ). This maximum may have been fed by moisture from the open lead in sea ice that was present a few km W/NW of Barrow during most of the campaign.
[29] To obtain further insight into the height of DD formation, we used data from the Calipso satellite (http:// eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRODOCS/calipso/table_calipso.html), which uses a lidar to sample the vertical distribution of atmospheric scatterers. However, the Calipso subtrack is seldom close to the observation site, and the satellite was not operational during all the days of interest. We found 5 days with a minimum distance between the lidar ground track and the observation site of less than 40 km. Four of the five attenuated backscatter profiles indicate the presence of scattering layers close to the surface, mostly over the sea (on 18, 21, 25 and 28 March). Three of these profiles are shown in Figure 4 , along with a map of the location of the lidar measurements. From the backscatter profiles, the average altitude of the scattering layers is around 250 m, with a maximum of 400 m. These observations indicate that Diamond Dust formed in a shallow layer a few hundred meters thick above the surface. 3.1.3. Atmospheric Surface Area (ASA)
[30] For atmospheric chemistry and physics purposes, it is useful to evaluate the ice surface area in the atmosphere (ASA), in m 2 of ice surface area per m 3 of air, i.e., in m À1 . Note that 1 m À1 is equal to 10 6 mm 2 /cm 3 , which are the units more commonly used to discuss aerosol surface area in the atmosphere. ASA is calculated as:
where r is the DD density measured on the ground, h the DD layer thickness on the ground, v the settling velocity of the DD crystals in the air and t the duration of the precipitation event. SSA, r and h were measured. The duration t was visually estimated with an accuracy often no better than 30% and v was calculated using the equations of Mitchell [1996] . Obviously, given all the variables involved in the calculation Figure 3 . Vertical profiles of relative humidity (relative to ice, RH ice ) and temperature on 14 and 15 March, when DD precipitation was observed. Data from the NOAA observatory at Barrow.
of the ASA and the high uncertainty on t, we cannot claim an accuracy better than 70%.
[31] Mitchell [1996] proposed equations with adjustable coefficients for the terminal velocity of ice crystals as a function of crystal shape and size. We used the equations he derived for columns. For this crystal type, he proposed three crystal size ranges with different coefficients: 30-100 mm, 100-300 mm, and >300 mm, the size being the column greatest dimension. The relationship between SSA and column length is not simple, as for example it requires assumption on the hollowness of the columns. We therefore determined the average size of the crystals from our macrographs. The data on ASA is given in Table 1 . Some days where DD was observed but its SSA not measured are not shown in Table 1 . Essentially, between 14 March and 11 April, DD was observed on average at least every other day, and the atmospheric surface area of ice crystals in the atmosphere during those days was on average 2800 mm 2 cm À3 . It even reached 11,000 mm 2 cm À3 on 15 March, when the highest SSA DD was observed.
Chemical Measurements 3.2.1. Major Ions and Dissolved Organic Carbon
[32] In the entire series of samples, diamond dust samples very clearly stand out as the only samples with a systematic excess in measured anions compared to the measured cations ( Figure 5 ), which makes them acidic. They also present much lower total ion concentrations than surface snow ( Figure 5 ). Yet, looking at specific species, it appears that chloride, sodium, potassium, calcium and magnesium are particularly depleted in DD compared to general surface snow samples (Figure 6 ), whereas sulfate and nitrate concentrations are only about twice lower in DD. Bromide concentrations are comparable in all types of surface snows, and DOC is about two times higher in DD than in surface snow.
[33] This clearly indicates a very distinct chemical signature of DD, which is better viewed in so-called ratio-ration plots, popular among geochemists and recently reintroduced in the atmospheric chemistry community by Robinson et al. [2006] . Such plots are presented in Figure 7 . Magnesium is used as the normative constituent because it is present in sea salt aerosol and in terrigeneous sources that are expected to heavily impact snow chemical signature. In relative terms, i.e., compared to magnesium, DD is enriched in chloride, bromide, calcium, sulfate and potassium compared to seawater and other types of continental snow. They are also enriched in DOC and to a lesser extent in nitrate compared to other types of snow. Comparison with seawater is impossible for these constituents as we do not have nitrate or DOC values for the ocean at Barrow.
Aldehydes
[34] After the most significant DD deposition events (17, 20-21 March, 1-3 April, 2009), we monitored the deposited layer at the top of the snowpack until it was remobilized by wind or covered by a new snow or DD fall. This provides information on the impact of DD deposition on snowpack chemistry. The DD layer formed on 1-3 April was sampled every 2 h and showed a continuous increase in FA from 3.6 ppbw on 3 April 8:45 to 7.8 ppbw on 5 April 00:00, Alaska Standard Time. A little DD fell on afternoons of 3 and 4 April, but the total amount was not significant in regard of the layer previously precipitated. The time series obtained are shown in Figure 8 where we also report our visual estimates of precipitation and remobilization events. Blowing snow collected during wind episodes is also indicated and shows concentrations in the low range of what is observed in DD. What has to be noted in Figure 8 is that aldehyde concentrations in DD almost systemically showed an increase after deposition. On 21 March, concentrations reached the highest values measured during the OASIS campaign with respective concentrations of 8.8, 4.5 and 3.3 ppbw for FA, GL and MG. Variations of concentrations in DD after deposition are reported in Table 2 for DD that fell on 17 March, 21 March and 1-3 April. This clearly indicates that significant amounts of aldehydes were either incorporated or produced in the diamond dust layer once it was deposited on the surface.
Mercury
[35] Results from the mercury concentration measurements of DD and the snowpack upper one cm from 2006 are given in Figure 9 . Some of these data have been previously reported but we present results from additional analyses. The snow and DD mercury concentration values from duplicate samples are generally consistent. This likely suggests the samples represent homogeneous mercury loading during each sample event.
[36] The DD samples yield greater mercury concentrations than the snowpack surface on all but one of the days that both sample types were collected. There was an atmospheric mercury depletion event March 23-30 which corresponds with an increase in the surface snow mercury concentrations. Though only one DD sample was collected during the MDE, and another one at the onset of the event, they yield greater mercury concentrations than the snowpack surface samples representing the same time period. Douglas et al. [2008] reported mercury concentrations from diamond dust samples collected at our same site in Barrow in 2005, with values from 92 to 1370 ng/L. They also report that DD mercury concentrations were generally 2 to 10 times greater than typical snow values; which is similar to our result.
Light Absorption of Soluble Chromophores
[37] Among all the samples that were studied during the campaign, those relevant to this work include (a) DD samples consisting exclusively or almost exclusively of fresh or recent (1 day-old) DD. Contamination by SH was minimal, [38] Figure 10 shows a depth profile of the sum of the residual absorption coefficient between 300-450 nm (Sa l (residual)). Figure 10 shows surface data from the entire campaign and the surface is thus predominantly DD-c. Values of Sa l (residual) in this layer are approximately 25% higher than in the lower TOP snows. Figure 11 shows a spectral comparison of DD-p and DD-c snows. While the mean values with their standard deviation are statistically indistinguishable, it is obvious that the DD-p show slightly higher residual absorption a l (residual) starting at about 260 nm, and extending all through the visible spectral range. This indicates that a l (residual) decreases as DD ages and gets contaminated with increasing amounts of SH.
[39] Figure 12 shows time series for Sa l (residual) in both DD-p and DD-c for both the full measured spectral range (220-300 nm) and the photochemically relevant range from 300-450 nm. If data for the period March 17 to 23 are considered, a linear regression of À1.07 AE 0.24 m À1 /day is statistically significant for DD-c for the range 220-300 nm. No other statistical trend is significant. This is not surprising for DD-p; the data shown here likely arise from different precipitation events (see Figure 2) , so that no relation is expected. DD-c shows a trend in the full spectrum, but not for 300-450 nm. This indicates that the chromophores responsible for the trend absorb below 300 nm, and not in the photochemically reactive range.
[40] Comparing the DD-c spectrum to mean surface snow at Barrow , an enhancement in the spectral range from 220 to 300 nm is seen, with a maximum around 255 nm. This feature may help identify chemical species that might be present in DD, but not in other surface snows. In the photochemically relevant range above 300 nm the DD spectrum is smaller than typical Barrow surface snow, by about 20% at 320 nm, decreasing to 50% at 450 nm.
HOOH in Barrow SH and DD Layers
[41] At Barrow, periods of no or low winds alternated with stronger winds (R. Staebler, manuscript in preparation, 2011) that remobilized the surface snow, and thus changed the surface completely, even in the absence of fresh precipitation (Domine et al., submitted manuscript, 2011) . During our campaign we observed 6 calm periods of 2 to 12 days duration. Part of the snow surfaces during these calm periods consisted of a hard thin melt-freeze crust, on which surface hoar grew and diamond dust deposited steadily (Domine et al., submitted manuscript, 2011) , and where DD and SH were easy to sample separately from underlying layers.
[42] Figure 13 shows the H 2 O 2 concentrations in the surface layers during one of the calm periods. H 2 O 2 is Smith and al. (manuscript in preparation, 2011) measured the total surface area of aerosol in the 4 nm -1 mm diameter range, and found 97% of their measurements below 100 mm 2 /cm 3 (median = 41 mm 2 /cm 3 ; max = 500 mm 2 /cm 3 ).
[44] However, the larger size of the DD crystals, as compared to aerosol, might induce gas phase diffusion limitations, so that their potential to host surface reactions, as compared to that of aerosols, may not scale with their ASA. The first order loss constant k (I) for diffusion to and reaction on particles can be written as:
where, w = (8RT/pM) 0.5 is the molecular speed, g eff is the effective heterogeneous uptake onto particles which can be expressed as a function of the reaction probability G rxn onto the particle and G diff the diffusion-limited uptake coefficient for a perfectly absorbing particle [Pöschl et al., 2007] :
Equation (2) can then be rewritten as:
[45] Although unconventional, this expression allows to directly quantify the effect of gas phase diffusion, which is important for ice crystals because of their large size. The correction factor to apply to the DD surface concentration to get the effective surface area is 1/(1+G rxn ). For spherical particles, [Fuchs and Sutugin, 1971] proposed an expression for G diff that is largely valid whatever the size of spherical particles [Pöschl et al., 2007] :
where Kn is the Knudsen number for the reacting species, Kn = 6 D g /wd p , with D g the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species in air, and d p the particle's diameter.
[46] This formulation is valid for spherical particles, which DD are not, as seen in Figure 3 . To avoid debating as to which crystal dimension should be used to represent its size, we calculated the correction factor for 3 different sizes: 40, 100, and 250 mm.
[47] The correction coefficient also depends on the reacting species. As we claim below that DD could play a role in bromine chemistry, we evaluate the correction factor for HOBr and BrONO 2 uptake by DD particles. Extrapolating the data of Aguzzi and Rossi [2002] on ice to 240 K gives G rxn (BrONO 2 ) = 0.07. For HOBr, Huff and Abbatt [2002] measured G rxn (HOBr) = 0.01 at 233 and 248 K. The resulting correction coefficients are given in Table 3 . For HOBr, for which the low reaction probability means that gas phase diffusion will hardly be limiting, the presence of DD will enhance its removal from the gas phase by a factor of up to 100. For BrONO 2 , which reacts faster, a strong effect will be felt when small particles are present, such as on 15 March. When only low concentrations of large particles are present, such as on 2nd April, the effect of the presence of DD on BrONO 2 removal will be hard to detect.
Radiative Effects
[48] DD on the surface can affect albedo, therefore affecting radiative fluxes in the atmosphere and the energy balance of the surface through an increase in upward radiation. DD in the atmosphere can also affect radiative fluxes through increased scattering. Figure 14a À1 and density 300 kg m À3 ; (ii) that same windpack with a 1 mm-thick layer of DD with SSA = 90 m 2 kg À1 and density = 130 kg m À3 ; (iii) the windpack with a 5 mm layer of DD of the same characteristics. The incoming radiation was calculated using the SBDART model [Ricchiazzi et al., 1998 ] for a solar zenith angle (SZA) of 65°, with the option "winter arctic atmosphere" and with a snow surface. Figure 14a shows that there is a clear enhancement in the reflected IR albedo in the presence of DD, and this is going to affect the energy budget of the surface. Considering incoming radiation between 0.3 and 2 mm, we calculate that for SZA = 65°, the upwelling shortwave flux will increase by 8.4 and 13.7 W m À2 when respectively 1 and 5 mm of DD are present on the surface. In the visible or UV, there is hardly any effect, as expected [Warren, 1982] . This is because we only illustrate the effect of changes in snow physical properties, and therefore do not take into account light absorbing impurities, which determine albedo in the visible and UV much more than does snow SSA [Warren, 1982] .
[49] Figure 14b shows the radiative effect of DD in the atmosphere. In all cases the snow on the ground is case (ii) of Figure 14a : a windpack with 1 mm of DD of moderate SSA. This is about the situation of 14 March, evening. Figure 14b shows downwelling direct and diffuse shortwave radiation in the absence of DD in the air. We then performed calculations at a height of 50 m with the 15 March precipitation, i.e., with 4.06 crystals cm À3 , of optical radius 14.67 mm (SSA = 223 m 2 kg À1 ), assuming the DD layer was 150 m thick. Figure 14b shows that atmospheric DD greatly reduces direct radiation, but also Figure 13 . H 2 O 2 concentrations in surface snow during one of the calm periods at Barrow, AK. The red dashed line shows a 1st order decay in a layer that was sampled for the first time on 20 March. The H 2 O 2 lifetime in this DD/SH layer is 4.6 days. Lower layers show significantly lower concentrations that vary little with time. The gray line shows the wind speed at 60 cm above the ground. greatly enhances downwelling diffuse radiation. However, the total downwelling flux is hardly affected, with the decrease less than 0.5% for wavelengths shorter than 500 nm. Likewise, the albedo is little affected, with the decrease less than 0.5% below 500 nm. There is, however, an increase in albedo at wavelengths where ice is highly absorbing (+19% at 1500 nm). The increase in diffuse radiation was not visually perceptible, because ice crystals mostly forward scatter, so that extinct photons are labeled "diffuse" by radiative transfer codes while their direction is hardly affected. We conclude that DD on the surface will affect the energy balance of the surface, but that DD in the atmosphere will not affect the amount of downwelling and upwelling UV and visible radiation. DD will therefore not affect the rate of gas phase photochemical reactions. It may, however, impact atmospheric chemistry by providing surfaces and chemicals to the atmosphere.
Chemical Aspects
[50] The general features of Figures 5 to 7 illustrate that DD ionic and organic composition is due to processes other than those governing the composition of aged snow. This of course was expected, because as observed in other cases [e.g., Domine et al., 2004 ] the composition of precipitating or recent snow reflects processes during its growth in the atmosphere, while aged snow composition is mostly affected by deposition of impurities by wind pumping through snow. However, a careful examination of compositional differences can yield clues regarding the mechanism of formation of DD. At Barrow, like at other coastal sites, wind-deposited species are mostly sea salt aerosol and terrigeneous material, which considerably increase ionic concentrations and render the snow alkaline [Domine et al., 2004] . Figure 7a illustrates this point well.
The aged snow population can be described mainly by a mixture between a source with a high Na/Mg ratio (sea salt), and another source with a low Na/Mg ratio (terrigeneous dust) (Jacobi et al., manuscript in preparation, 2011) . DD composition is clearly distinct from this and indicates other sources, which can come from the ice nuclei, gaseous species incorporated during growth [Dominé and Thibert, 1996] and aerosols scavenged during growth or precipitation. These species will reflect atmospheric composition where the crystals formed, and this is expected to be different from the composition of the air near the surface, which affects aged snows. It is also noteworthy that a large fraction of the DD precipitation events took place during ODEs, i.e., during active halogen chemistry. Though this correlation is likely because both clear sky precipitation (DD) and ODEs/MDEs are more prevalent during light winds, clear skies, and cold air temperatures there is the intriguing possibility that DD precipitation events play a role in the chemical processes that drive ODEs and MDEs.
[51] The potential link between DD and halogen chemistry should be particularly visible in plots involving chloride and bromide, because HCl and HBr, readily formed from Cl and Br atom chemistry through for example (R1) and (R2)
are readily taken up by ice. This may also explain the enrichment observed in nitrate, by hydrolysis of BrONO 2 on the DD surface, as this hydrolysis reaction is thought to be the main sink for NO x during ODEs [Morin et al., 2007] . Such gas phase processes could explain the observed enrichment in DOC: active bromine and chlorine chemistry enhance the atmospheric oxidative capacity, and accelerate oxidation reactions of gaseous volatile organic compounds (VOCs) through reactive channels such as (R1) and (R2), generating more oxygenated organic compounds, likely to condense on the large surface area offered by the growing DD.
[52] These processes, however, cannot explain the observed enrichment in K and Ca (Figures 7a and 7b) . A first tentative explanation would be to envisage some fractionation process from sea salt, for example similar to mirabilite precipitation during frost flower growth, that lead to sulfate depletion [Wagenbach et al., 1998 ]. Ikaite (CaCO 3 , 10H 2 O) is the first salt to precipitate from brines on sea ice [Weeks and Ackley, 1982] , but that would lead to Ca depletion, not enrichment. Octahydrated magnesium chloride crystalizes at À18°C [Weeks and Ackley, 1982] and would lead to relative enrichment of other ions, but this temperature is rarely reached on the surface of young, thin, brine-rich sea ice. Therefore, although possible, this process does not appear like a top candidate. [53] Processes at the microlayer of open leads may offer an alternative explanation. Our site on the Arctic Ocean near Barrow is within 1 km of the coast and flaw leads typically form near this area. Based on analysis of Moderate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) images of the area, there were open leads about 5 km north of our sampling site during most of the DD sampling period (Douglas et al., submitted manuscript, 2011) . Leck and Bigg [1999] proposed that small particles could originate from bubbles bursting at the surface of open sea ice leads. These particles are enriched in organic material [Leck et al., 2002] due to the high biological activity [Matrai et al., 2008] . In leads, bubble forming processes must be different from those in the open ocean, because for example white cap waves cannot form because of insufficient wind fetch. Norris et al. [2011] observed quite intense bubbling in open leads in a summer pack ice. Although limited, their data indicate a relation between sea-to-atmosphere heat flux and bubbling intensity. They proposed that during stagnant air conditions, low turbulence lets the surface waters cool and dissolve atmospheric gases, until the cooling of surface water initiates buoyancy-driven mixing with the warmer subsurface waters. By decreasing gas solubility, this mixing would in turn initiate bubble nucleation in the subsurface. Such a process would link the observed bubbling to the sea to atmosphere heat flux, as both gas solubility in surface layer and buoyancy mixing would increase with heat flux. In the spring, such a process might even be more intense due to colder air temperatures. It would generate film drops aerosol, as recently observed by Norris et al. [2011] in summer, as long as a microlayer is present in the colder spring. This is indeed suggested by the recent finding of high bacterial counts and EPS content in brines off Barrow during the OASIS campaign [Bowman and Deming, 2010] .
[54] The surface microlayer of the ocean consists partly of exopolysaccharides exuded by algae. Such organic compounds are efficient surfactants, and tend to form gel-like associations, cross-linked by divalent cations such as Ca 2+ and excluding NaCl while retaining cell-related ions such as K + [Decho, 1990] . This type of association has recently been observed in atmospheric ultrafine aerosol [Leck and Bigg, 2010] , and fits extremely well with our observed ionic enrichments in DD. It would also explain the large enrichment in carbon, and provide a clue as to why these samples have a distinct spectral signature. For such a hypothesis to prove valid, those expelled gels would need to be efficient ice forming nuclei (IFN), in order to nucleate DD crystals in the boundary layer. It has been found in the Arctic that an important fraction of IFN was carbonaceous [Rogers et al., 2001] , which can be either black carbon, as proposed by Cozic et al. [2008] , or organic matter. To our knowledge, there is no direct experimental evidence that biogels as mentioned by Leck and Bigg [2010] are effective IFN, although there have been ample suggestions that many biological materials, from proteinaceous material to entire cells could act as IFN [Christner et al., 2008a; Christner et al., 2008b; Prenni et al., 2009a; Prenni et al., 2009b] . Our finding suggest that these biogels may be good IFN candidates.
[55] Back-trajectories were calculated using the NOAA Hysplit model every six hours between 7 March and 5 April. Supporting the marine origin of the organics found in DD, over 85% of the trajectories were coming from the ocean, mostly from due North or NE. In particular, on 19, 25 and 28 March, when DD backscatter signal was observed, the air masses were coming from due North. Since we show that here DD forms at elevations lower than 400 m, aerosols from marine origin were present when the DD nucleated and grew. Given the long residence time of the DD in the atmosphere (fall velocity around 0.5 m/s, often much less), DD crystals can furthermore scavenge more particles and reach the surface with organic particles on its surface, accessible to chemical reaction and photolysis.
[56] Our aldehyde data perfectly illustrate this reactivity. Aldehyde concentrations are highest in DD samples, and the amount of MG in DD is particularly striking with a mean concentration 5 times higher than in the rest of the snowpack, even though FA is always the most abundant aldehyde. If we express the aldehyde concentrations in equivalent of carbon content, we find that on average (n = 55), the contribution of FA to the total carbon content of aldehydes is 51%, GL, MG and Ac contributing for 19, 16 and 14%. Furthermore, these concentrations increased after deposition. Barret et al. [2011b] already detailed this increase for FA, and Figure 8 confirms it for Ac, GL and MGL. Figure 15 shows that the concentrations of all these species are correlated, suggesting a similar formation process. [57] This last statement needs to be elaborated on. Using laboratory and field measurements, Barret et al. [2011a Barret et al. [ , 2011b demonstrated that FA incorporates into snow crystals by forming a solid solution in ice and that equilibration with the atmosphere takes place by diffusion in ice. The incorporation mechanisms for Ac, GL and MGL in snow are not known, but given the size of the molecules, it appears unlikely that they form a solid solution with ice. Domine et al. [2010] and Houdier et al. [2002] proposed that Ac was probably present in organic aerosols. GL and MG are also known to be incorporated in particles, and are involved in the formation of secondary organic aerosols [Carlton et al., 2007; Ervens et al., 2003; Fu et al., 2008; Perri et al., 2009; Volkamer et al., 2007] . Our interpretation of the correlation between the four aldehydes studied and of their increase after precipitation, building on the idea of Barret et al. [2011b] for FA, is that they are produced by photochemistry of organic precursors [Morin et al., 2007] , most likely those of marine origin mentioned above. FA, which is ice-soluble, partly incorporates into snow crystals and partly diffuses to the atmosphere, while Ac, GL and MGL are at least partly incorporated into organic aerosols, or perhaps more simply just remain in the particles where they were formed. Thus, the correlations of Figure 15 have their origin in the production mechanism and not in the incorporation mechanism. Hopefully, this photochemistry should be observable in other species and in absorption spectra.
[58] The time series of H 2 O 2 in Figure 13 , showing a lifetime of 4.6 days, may be another manifestation of snowpack reactivity. The photochemical lifetime for H 2 O 2 on snowgrains at Barrow during the time of this campaign was on the order of 20-50 days , so it appears that a process other than H 2 O 2 photolysis is responsible for the relatively fast loss of DD H 2 O 2 . Possibilities include: (a) thermal reactions of H 2 O 2 with other species in the snow; (b) simple dilution by SH; and (c) release by physical processes such as out-diffusion or during the sublimation condensation cycles of metamorphism . In terms of (a), H 2 O 2 is a moderately strong oxidant that can react fairly rapidly in solution with dissolved SO 2 as well as a number of organic functional groups, including alkenes, aldehydes, ketocarboxylic acids, and sulfides [Conklin et al., 1993; Hoffmann, 1977; Smith and March, 2007] . Given that the DD/SH is enriched in organics (e.g., Figure 6 ), it seems likely that organic species represent a significant sink for snow grain H 2 O 2 , although little is known about these reactions on ice. Regarding the possibility of (b), dilution by SH was observed, so it does take place. However, both Cl À and NO 3 À concentrations in surface snow show very little variability, indicating that Cl À and NO 3 À may have behaviors completely different from H 2 O 2 . Finally, out-diffusion of H 2 O 2 (possibility (c)) is possible since this was observed for FA at Alert [Barret et al., 2011a; Perrier et al., 2002] . However, the comparison of the depth profiles of FA and H 2 O 2 at Summit, Greenland, suggest that the diffusion of H 2 O 2 is much slower than that of FA [Hutterli et al., 1999] . Sublimation/condensation during metamorphism remains a possibility, but we cannot quantify it at the moment.
[59] Figure 16 shows that the H 2 O 2 decline over time in mixtures of DD and SH where SH dominates is associated with an increase in the residual absorption, Sa l (residual), in the 220-300 nm spectral range. This might be due to the H 2 O 2 -mediated oxidation of organics (i.e., (a) above), including the conversion of aldehydes to carboxylic acids and alkenes to diols. The residual absorption steadily increases as wavelength decreases, so that may constrain which species are formed, although UV absorption spectra are difficult to use as an analytical tool. An alternate explanation for the increase in Sa l (residual, 220-300 nm) is that co-condensation of SH and gas-phase species may selectively trap species that absorb in the far UV, so that this enhanced absorption would appear only when sufficient SH has grown. In conclusion to our H 2 O 2 data, it is clear that we do not have the required basic data on H 2 O 2 -ice interactions to claim we can interpret our data in detail. What we show nevertheless supports the contention that snow is probably not just a photochemical reactor, but a medium where physical processes such as SH deposition interact with heterogeneous (photo)chemistry to change the chemical composition of snow.
[60] The evolution of absorption spectra (Figures 10-12 ) when the SH proportion is small is consistent with chemical changes. Absorption below 300 nm decreases over time. This may be explained by both changes in chemical concentrations and composition, in part due to photobleaching and by physical processes, although clearly we lack data and understanding to quantify the contribution of each process. The emission of FA to the atmosphere [Barret et al., 2011b] and the general increase in aldehyde concentrations described here is one indication of active photochemistry in the snowpack. Aldehydes other than FA, which are probably located in organic aerosols, are most likely not hydrated on snow, or in our melted samples during absorption measurements, and therefore feature an absorption band around or above 300 nm [Liu et al., 2009; Malik and Joens, 2000] . Aldehydes only make up about 3% of the mass of organics. We have clearly not analyzed all possible species and aldehydes are just an illustration and a partial explanation of the changes that took place. As a result of aldehyde production, other chromophores were destroyed. This may have resulted in structural changes in the complex macromolecular network that form snow organic matter, possibly contributing to the decreased absorption below 300 nm.
[61] Dilution by SH also had to lead to chemical changes. Surface hoar, which by definition forms at the surface of the snow by co-deposition of water vapor and impurities, grows in a medium that is chemically different from DD crystals that grow at about 300m elevation in an atmosphere affected by marine emissions. Separate sampling of SH would be required to understand this dilution effect. This would be possible by placing a plastic sheet over the snow, preventing SH and DD from mixing. Future experiments are needed to quantify the contribution of physical and photochemical processes to the observed changes.
[62] The mercury data also indicate that snow crystals favor particular chemical processes. Even though our mercury data are from 2006 samples, conditions were similar to 2009. Back trajectories also indicate that air masses were mostly from the Arctic ocean, and MDEs and ODEs were active part of the time . That mercury concentrations are highest in DD is consistent with the suggestion that Hg 0 oxidation can occur on the ice crystal surface, that Hg 2+ formed in the gas phase rapidly adsorbs onto the surface of ice crystals, and/or that aerosols with sorbed Hg 2+ provide a potential nucleation site around which DD crystals grow. A final possibility is that, for an unknown reason, reduction of RGM to GEM is less likely to occur when RGM is associated with DD crystals. Without a more detailed understanding of the species representing RGM, and their fundamental physical and chemical characteristics, we cannot be sure which of the aforementioned processes lead to elevated Hg concentrations in DD (or other vapor phase deposition such as surface hoar and frost flowers ). Indeed, Hg 0 depletion is believed to be caused predominantly by bromine chemistry and our Figure 7c shows that, in relative terms, Br À is enriched in DD. The elevated Hg content observed in DD may be related to the same processes that yield elevated Hg deposition on frost flowers and surface hoar crystals near leads with active plumes [Douglas et al., 2005 .
Conclusion
[63] DD at Barrow proved to be a particular medium. Its formation and properties are probably highly linked to the frequent presence of an open lead in the sea ice off of Barrow, that provided moisture from which DD could form. We speculate that organic compounds present in the oceanic surface microlayer, and which probably include exopolysaccharides, explain the high DOC content of DD, as well as its enhanced content in Ca 2+ and K + , relative to sea salt. Because of its high SSA and its high DOC content, DD favors surface reactions. These may take place on actual ice surfaces or within aerosol particles stuck to crystal surfaces or perhaps embedded within the crystals. We suggest that this may explain its high concentration in mercury and aldehydes. Once deposited, DD remains an efficient photochemical reactor, as witnessed by modifications in its absorption spectrum and chemical composition. We clearly lack data to understand the detail of the chemical reactions that take place, and we lack an exhaustive analysis of its constituents. However, a speculative suggestion is that H 2 O 2 is involved in the oxidation of organics, which consumes H 2 O 2 and produces organic acids and diols. Unfortunately, processes are complicated by the growth of surface hoar on top of the DD, and this physical process certainly forms ice crystals with a different signature, so that isolating processes involving only the original DD is not possible with our data. More complete chemical analysis, together with a refined understanding of physical processes at the snow surface are required to further elucidate DD chemical and physical evolution after precipitation.
